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Optimal Paths in a Constrained Image Plane
for Purely Image–Based Parking

Paolo Salaris, Felipe A. W. Belo, Daniele Fontanelli, Luca Greco, Antonio Bicchi

Abstract— This paper presents a correct solution to the
optimal visual feedback control for a nonholonomic vehicle
with limited field–of–view. Previous work on this subject [2]
has shown that the search for a shortest path can be limited
to simple families of trajectories. We preliminarily provide an
extension of the alphabet of optimal control words, to cover
some regions of the vehicle plane where the synthesis of [2] turns
out to be suboptimal. The main contribution of this paper is an
algorithm to translate the optimal synthesis to the image plane,
thus enabling a purely image–based optimal control scheme.
This allows better performance and increases the robustness of
the overall process, avoiding the need of slowly–converging and
error–prone parameter estimation algorithms. Simulations and
experiments are reported which demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION

One of the most important issues in mobile robotics
concerns the trade-offs between sensorization capability,
accuracy and cost. Recently, application of vision systems
for vehicle guidance has gained increasing attention, bothin
estimation and control problems.Visual servoingtechniques
use visual information directly, by the computation of an
image error signal, or indirectly, by the evaluation of the state
of the system ([3], [4]). These two approaches, often referred
to as Image–Based(IBVS) and Position–Based(PBVS)
([17]), can be regarded as the end-points of a range of dif-
ferent possibilities, whereby the raw sensorial information is
gradually abstracted away to a more structured representation
using some knowledge of the robot-environment model.

PBVS and in general higher-level control schemes have
important, attractive features. Using the PBVS approach,
for instance, the control law can be synthesized in the
usual working coordinates for the robot, usually making the
synthesis simpler ([6]). On the other hand, IBVS and other
sensor-level control schemes have also several advantages,
such as robustness (or even insensitivity) to modeling errors
([15]) and hence suitability to unstructured scenes and envi-
ronments.

Thanks to well–established advances in point–feature ex-
traction and tracking algorithms, such as theScale Invariant
Feature Transformproposed in [11], visual control is getting
widespread in robotics. However, few practical problems
still affect visual servoing approaches and depend on the
particular available robotic set-up. One such issue arising
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with limited field-of-view cameras is that of keeping the fea-
tures in view during the robot manoeuvres, which has been
addressed at times using omni–directional cameras ([1]),
image path planning ([15]), or switching visual servoing
schemes ([5]). The limited field–of–view (FOV) constraint
is most often neglected, even in the more intuitive IBVS
approaches. In the context of mobile robotics, the FOV
problem has been successfully solved for a unicycle–like
vehicle in [16], [7].

An optimal solution for the visual-based parking problem
of a differentially driven robot (essentially, a unicycle with no
trajectory curvature bounds) has been provided very recently
in the important paper [2]. The problem considered in that
paper is equivalent to bringing the vehicle in a desired
configuration, while keeping a specified feature in sight of a
monocular, fixed camera. Based on the optimal (open-loop)
paths thus obtained, a switched, homography–based, visual
servoing scheme was later proposed in ([10]) to steer the
vehicle along the planned trajectories in closed loop.

In this paper, we consider again the problem of finding
shortest paths for a unicycle with a limited FOV camera
to reach a desired configuration. With respect to [2], we
describe optimal paths in the image space, so as to enable
their execution by a purely IBVS controller, thus taking
advantage of the robustness of the image–based approaches
([4], [7]).

In this paper we show that the optimal control synthesis
presented in [2] is incomplete. Indeed, we introduce two new
optimal control words, proving that there exist regions in the
plane where they are the shortest ones. Unfortunately, it turns
out that the analytic description of such regions in the 3D
plane is not simple.

However, as we are mainly interested in an optimal
synthesis in the image space, we translate all optimal 3-D
paths in paths on the image plane, and provide a procedure
to decide which is the optimal path to be applied for
any given initial image. Feedback control along optimal
paths in the image plane can then be obtained in a purely
IBVS scheme, whose design relies on a set of Lyapunov
controllers, each of which is in charge of a specific kind
of maneuver. Experimental results on a real wheeled mobile
robot equipped with a standard web–cam prove the validity
of the proposed approach.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider aunicycle–likenonholonomic mobile robot mov-
ing on a plane, where a right-handed reference frame〈W〉=
{Ow,Xw,Yw,Zw} is fixed with the static environment. Without
loss of generality, assume that theZw coordinatez(t) = 0,
∀t, hence the state space of the mobile platform isξ (t) =



(x(t),y(t),θ(t)), where the robot reference point(x(t),y(t))
is in the middle of the wheel axle and the robot direction
θ(t) is zero when the vehicle heads to theXw axis. Let the
control inputs beu(t) = (ν(t),ω(t)), whereν(t) and ω(t)
are respectively the forward and angular velocities of the
vehicle. Therefore, the system kinematic model is

ξ̇ =





cosθ
sinθ

0



ν +





0
0
1



ω = fν ν + fωω (1)

The mobile agent is equipped with a rigidly fixed pinhole
camera with a reference frame〈C〉 = {Oc,Xc,Yc,Zc} such
that the optical centerOc corresponds to the robot’s center
[x(t),y(t)]T and the optical axisZc is aligned with the robot’s
forward direction. If the robot orientation is null (θ = 0), the
Zc axis is parallel to theXw axis, with the same direction
and theXc axis is parallel to theYw axis, with opposite
direction. Hence, giving the motionless feature coordinates
in the fixed frame〈W〉 be expressed bywP = [wx,wy,wz]T ,
letting cHw be the transformation matrix between〈W〉 and
〈C〉 and assuming a pinhole camera model, the corresponding
image features points will be:

I p =
[

I x I y
]T

=
[

αx
cx

cz
αy

cy
cz

]T
(2)

where [cPT ,1]T = [cx,cy,cz,1]T = cHw[wPT ,1]T are the fea-
ture coordinates in the camera frame,αx andαy are the focal
lengths of the camera calibration matrix

Kc = diag(αx,αy,0) , (3)

and I p = [I x, I y]Y are the features coordinates in the image
frame (measured in pixels) ([9]). Without loss of generality,
consider a symmetric FOV, with characteristic angleφ:

φ = arctan

(

xb

αx

)

(4)

wherexb is thex image boundary.
The origin OI of the image plane reference frame〈I〉 =

{OI ,XI ,YI} is assumed to be coincident with the principal
point — i.e. the intersection of the camera axis (orZc) with
the image plane. This choice simplifies the mathematical
definition of the shortest paths on the image plane and,
consequently, the image control design. Nevertheless, it is
not crucial and any another choice can be made.

In the visual servoing literature, whenever an eye–in–hand
configuration is considered (as is a camera rigidly fixed on
a moving platform), the objective of the control task is to
stabilize the robot towards the desired position controlling
the camera position ([3], [4], [13]). More precisely:

Definition 1: Given the desired and the current ro-
bot positions, which correspond the desired〈Cd〉 =
{Ocd,Xcd,Ycd,Zcd} and the current〈Cc〉= {Occ,Xcc,Ycc,Zcc}
reference frames respectively, the stabilization in the desired
position is accomplished if〈Cc〉 ≡ 〈Cd〉 at the end of the
control task.
Indeed, as is customary in the visual servoing literature,
〈W〉 ≡ 〈Cd〉 (in our caseXw = Zcd, Yw = −Xcd and Zw =
−Ycd), hence stabilizing the robot in the desired position
corresponds toξ (t) → 0 ast → +∞.
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Fig. 1. Shortest paths (according to [2]).

In this paper, full camera calibration is assumed. More-
over, the robot is considered stabilized if definition 1 holds.
More in depth, definition 1 is substituted with:

Definition 2: Given n desired and currentimage fea-
ture positions, Fd = [I xd1,

I yd1,
I xd2, . . . ,

I ydn]
T and Fc =

[I xc1,
I yc1,

I xc2, . . . ,
I ycn]

T respectively, the servoing task is
accomplished if at the end of the control task isFd = Fc ⇒
I xdi = I xci and I ydi = I yci , ∀i = 1, . . . ,n.

The optimal trajectories of the vehicle can be determined
by a set of admissible controls given a bounded velocity.
Admissible controls are bounded Lebesgue measurable func-
tions in a time interval[0,T] in IR2. Similarly to [2], the set
of admissible controls considered here is

U = {(ν ,ω) : |ν | ≤ 1, |ω| ≤ 1} . (5)

III. SHORTESTPATHS

In [2], it has been shown that shortest paths are comprised
of three different kinds of maneuvers: rotations on the spot,
straight lines (represented by the symbolSL) and right
or left logarithmic spirals (referred asT1 and T2 curves,
respectively). Due to the physical and geometrical constraints
of this problem, the language of optimal paths does not
include all words generated by the previous three “symbols”.
Given a goal point P, the words of the language of the shortest
paths, induce a partition of the plane into regions. The word
univocally associated to a region encodes the shortest path
from any pointQ in that region to the goal point. Table I and
figure 1 reports all the admissible words and related regions
according to [2].

The previous taxonomy does not include the wordsSL−
T1∗T2 andSL−T2∗T1 which, instead, achieve the shortest
path in some regions of the plane.

Indeed, let us consider the geometrical configuration de-
picted in figure 2. The pointQ is in Region IV, hence,
according to table I, the shortest path fromQ to P is supposed
to be of typeT2Q ∗T1P. In fact, however, we show below
that a path of typeT2Q ∗T1−SL proves to be shorter for
someQ in that region. In particular, we will show that the
path PMNR is shorter thanPR (the spiral segmentRQ is
common to both candidate optimal paths). Assume to have
a reference frame{O,X,Y}, such that theX axis is on the



Region Type of path
I SL
I’ SL
II T1Q−SL
II’ T2Q−SL
III SL−T2P
III’ SL−T1P
IV T1Q ∗T2P
V T2Q ∗T1P

TABLE I

ADMISSIBLE WORDS AND RELATED REGIONS. THE SYMBOLS ”∗” AND

”−” DENOTE A NON SMOOTH AND SMOOTH TRANSITION BETWEEN

SEGMENTS, RESPECTIVELY.
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Fig. 2. Example of new path of typeT2Q ∗T1−SL.

line for O and P. Using polar coordinates, the pointP and
the logarithmic spiral passing throughP can be represented
as follows:

P : (ρP,0) TP :
(

ρPe−θt
,θ

)

,

wheret = cosφ
sinφ . The intersection pointR betweenTP andTR

can be written as a generic point belonging toTP as

R : (ρR,θR) =
(

ρPe−θRt
,θR

)

,

and

TR :
(

ρRe(θ−θR)t
,θ

)

.

CM is one of the two arcs of circle, fromP to O, bounding
the Region I’, namely the region where each point can be
achieved fromP by a straight line. The pointM belongs to
the segment ofCM bounded byP andW (intersection point
of CM andTR):

CM :

(

ρP
sin(φ−θ)

sinφ
,θ

)

θ ∈ [0,φ]

M : (ρM,θM) =

(

ρP
sin(φ−θM)

sinφ
,θM

)

θM ∈ [0,θW] ,

where θW is such that the following intersection relation
holds

e−2θRt = e−θWt sin(φ−θW)

sinφ
. (6)
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The logarithmic spiral passing throughM is given by

TM :
(

ρM e(θM−θ)t
,θ

)

.

It intersectsTR in

N : (ρN,θN)

ρN = ρPeθRt e
θM
2 t

√

sin(φ−θM)

sinφ

θN = θR+
θM

2
+

sinφ
2cosφ

ln

(

sin(φ−θM)

sinφ

)

.

We are now ready for the computation of all the lengths of
the segments making up the pathPMNR:

PM = ρP
sinθM

sinφ
MN =

ρM −ρN

cosφ

NR=
ρR−ρN

cosφ
.

It is worth noting that ifθM = 0, that isM ≡ P, the path
PMNRdegenerates intoPR, hencePM = NR= 0 andMN =
PR= ρP−ρR

cosφ .
A choice of the parameters compliant with the configura-

tion shown in figure 2, is the following:θR = π
2 , ρP = 100,

φ = π
4 . It is apparent from figure 3, that any pathPMNR

for any choice ofθM ∈ (0,θW), is shorter than the path
PR. By solving numerically equation (6) with the previous
parameters, we foundθW = 0.7224rad. The same analysis
holds true also for a starting pointQ′ symmetric toQ w.r.t.
the straight line passing through the pointsP and O. The
same argument applies also to any pointR belonging to the
logarithmic spiralTP out of the pointsO and P (i.e. for
negative values of the angleθM); this fact becomes apparent
if one swaps the pointP with the pointR.

The existence of shorter paths in region whereT1Q ∗TP
or T1P ∗TQ were assumed to be the shortest ones, calls for
a finer partition of the motion plane. In particular, Regions
II, II’, IV, V have to be subdivided again. In particular, there
exists a portion of Regions IV, V, where the shortest paths
are of kindSL−T1∗T2P or SL−T2∗T1P, and a portion
of Regions II, II’ where the shortest paths are of kindT1∗
T2−SL or T2∗T1−SL. We will refer to these regions as
Region VI, VII, VIII, and IX, respectively.



Unfortunately, it turns out that the analytic description of
the correct partition in the 3D plane is not simple. However,
as we are mainly interested in an optimal synthesis in the
image space, we translate all optimal 3-D paths in paths on
the image plane, and provide a procedure to decide which is
the optimal path to be applied for any given initial image.

IV. T RAJECTORIES ON THE IMAGE PLANE

The main objective of the proposed solution is to make
a controlled parking of a nonholonomic mobile platform
equipped with a limited FOV camera using only image
information. Furthermore, the trajectories that guide therobot
to the desired posture should be optimal, that is the shortest
in the 3-D working space of the vehicle. As shown in the
previous sections, the optimal paths are words in a certain
alphabet, whose elements are the rotations on the spot,
the straight line or the logarithmic spiral. The image–based
control is then feasible once the words are translated from
the 3-D world to the image space, i.e. when an equivalent
alphabet and semantic rules are defined in the image space
as well. However, when one feature reaches its final position,
the vehicle may not be in its desired pose yet. Indeed, the
vehicle is located on a circle that is centered at the 3D
feature’s position and passing through the robot’s desired
position.

To solve the parking problem, two possibilities are avail-
able: a second feature is added in the problem formulation,
or an integral constraint of the form

∫ T

0
ω(t) dt = ∆ ,

is further used, whereω(t) is the angular velocity of the
unicycle and∆ is the orientation variation between initial and
final positions. As it will be shown in the rest of the paper,
∆ estimation is the choice of this paper, that can be directly
measurable on the image plane using epipolar geometry. For,
at least eight points in non singular configuration (e.g. with
the samex coordinate) are needed, even though, for the sake
of robustness and precision of calculation, more features are
desirable.

A. Pure Rotation

Consider the image Jacobian, settingν = 0 and constant
angular velocity,ω = ω̄. The image Jacobian becomes:

˙I xc =
I x2

c +α 2
x

αx
ω̄ , (7)

˙I yc =
I xc

I yc

αx
ω̄ . (8)

where I pc = [I xc,
I yc]

T is the current image feature position.
Substituting the integral of (7) in (8) gives

I yc =

I yi cos
(

arctan
(

I xi
αx

))

cos
(

arctan
(

I xc
αx

)) , (9)

the equation of a conic (see figure 4, solid line), the inter-
section between the image plane and the cone with vertex
in the camera center (optical center) and base circumference
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Fig. 4. Basic trajectories of the image features.

passing through the 3-D feature position, independent from
the initial feature positionI pi = [I xi ,

I yi ]
T .

Consider now only (7), which, by separation, and inte-
gration between the initial time instantti and the final time
instantt f gives

θ −θ0 = arctan

( I xd

αx

)

−arctan

( I xi

αx

)

, (10)

whereI pd = [I xd,
I yd]

T is the desired (final) feature position,
and θ0 is the initial value of θ, the robot orientation.
Therefore, the angle variation can be computed for pure
rotations by means of (10) .

B. Pure Translation

Consider again the image jacobian, settingω = 0 and a
generic constantν = ν̄ . The image jacobian, after integration,
yields

I xc = −
I yi

wyαy
I yi ν̄t−wyαy

I yc = −
I xi

wyαy
I yi ν̄t−wyαy

,

and, eliminating time dependence,

I yc =
I yi
I xi

I xc . (11)

Equation (11) describes a straight line passing through the
initial position of the feature and the principal point (see
figure 4, dashed line), trajectory of an image feature for pure
translation.

C. Logarithmic Spiral

The logarithmic spiral is completely determined by its
characteristic angleφ, defined in equation (4). Since such
an angle remains constant as the robot travels on the spiral,
the coordinates of the image featureI xc should be constant
and equal to the image horizontal boundaryxb. Therefore,
the image plane trajectory for the logarithmic spiral will be
simply a straight line on the image (see figure 4, dash–dotted
line).
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Fig. 5. No constraint optimal path for one feature.

V. I MAGE PLANE OPTIMAL PATHS

Once the ”alphabet” has been defined, the rules to con-
struct the optimal words and the choice of the correct path
are needed. We remark that for a path to be feasible it is
required that the feature never get out from the FOV during
the motion of the vehicle. Whereas the definition of the
optimal language for the 3–D paths induces a partition of the
plane in optimal regions, an analogous partition on the image
plane is not immediate. Hence, since we want to perform an
image–based parking avoiding, as much as possible, the use
of 3–D information, we need a different selection mechanism
for the choice of the shortest path. The paths are divided in
three groups hierarchical ordered as follow:SL, SL−T, and
the third group comprising bothT1∗T2 andSL−T1∗T2.
The selection of a group is performed when any path of
all the previous groups (previous w.r.t the hierarchy) is not
feasible. For the first and the second group, there exists
only one path satisfying the constraint IV, hence a feasibility
check is easily accomplished. Unfortunately, there exist more
that one feasible path of typeSL−T1∗T2 satisfying the
constraint IV. Therefore, the choice of the shortest path
among the feasible ones in the third group needs some
additional information provided by the 3–D reconstruction
(see section V-C).

A. Unconstrained Path

To realize an optimal image path forRegion Ior Region I’,
we have to control features towards their final positions and
to compensate for the angle between the current and desired
images. Hence, all the features on the image have to move
along: a piece of a conic passing through the initial positions,
which corresponds to a pure rotation ofθa; a piece of straight
line passing through the principal point, which corresponds
to a pure translation; and, finally, a piece of conic passing
through the desired positions corresponding to a pure rotation
of θb. Figure 5 shows a typical unconstrained optimal path
for an image plane feature.

If ∆ is the angle between the current and desired images,
then

θa +θb = ∆ =
[

arctan
(

I x1
αx

)

−arctan
(

I xi
αx

)]

+

+
[

arctan
(

I xd
αx

)

−arctan
(

I x2
αx

)]

.

(see figure 5). The unknown values are onlyI x1 and I x2, as
xb, I xi and I xd are the x-axis coordinate of the image bound,
the initial and the final feature’s position respectively. How-
ever,I x1 andI x2 are linearly dependent, as they belong to the
same straight line. Moreover,I x2 is the x-axis coordinate of
the intersection point between the straight line passing byI x1
and the conic passing byI xd. As a consequence, it is possible
to express the last equation as a function ofI x1 only, hence in
a unique solution.∆ angle is directly computed by comparing
the desired and current views. A common approach is to
use the fundamental matrix, an important tool in epipolar
geometry (see for details [9], [12], [14]).

In the case of multiple features, all feature trajectories are
of the same category, even though some of them can get out
from the FOV. Notice that, if all the features must be kept
inside the FOV, region I and I’ can be evaluated as the inter-
section of all regions of type I and I’ simply computing the
unconstrained path for all the features. Although desiderable,
this is not strictly needed in our implementation (as instead
necessary in [10]).

B. Constrained optimal path:Region II, II’, III and III’

If the unconstrained optimal path is not feasible, , the robot
is not in theRegion Ior Region I’. Note that regions close to
Region IandI’ are respectivelyRegion IIIor III’ andRegion
II and II’ (recall figure 1).

Similarly to the realization of the unconstrained optimal
path and given the hypothesis that the robot position pertains
to Region III, if ∆ is the angle between the initial and final
(or desired) image, then the path in figure 6 is determined
solving the following equation:

∆ =
[

arctan
(

I x1
αx

)

−arctan
(

I xi
αx

)]

+

+
[

xb
αx

ln
(

I y2
I y3

)]

+
[

arctan
(

I xd
αx

)

−arctan
(

xb
αx

)]

,

where the second addendum in the second member is the
angle variation of the robot’s orientationθ during the spiral
path. In this equation the unknown value are onlyI x1 and
I y2, as xb, I xi and I xd are the x-axis coordinate of image
bound, the initial and the final feature’s position respectively,
whereasI y3 is the intersection between the conic passing by
the feature final position and the image bound. However,
I x1 and I y2 are x-axis and y-axis coordinates of two points
on the same straight line, that is linearly dependent. As a
consequence, it is possible to express the last equation as a
function of I x1 (or I y2), arbitrarily. It is worthwhile to note
that the solution is, again, unique. For the other regions the
trajectory of the feature is likewise calculated.

In the case of multiple features, this trajectory can be
calculated for one particular feature (principal feature), that is
closer to the image boundary, choosing the correct boundary
through the sign of∆. Using the principal feature path, the
trajectories of all other features are computed by geometric
reconstruction on the image plane.

C. Constrained optimal path:Region IV, V, VI and VII

If optimal paths of typeSL− T2P, SL− T1P, T2−SL
or T1−SL are not feasible on the image plane (e.g. the
first rotation brings the feature out of the image plane), the
vehicle is inside either regionIV, V, VI or VII. Due to space
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Fig. 6. Region III: optimal path.
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limitation, only the trajectory insideRegion VII is analyzed
(others are similar). If∆ is the angle between the initial
and final (or desired) image, then the path in figure 7 is
determined solving the following equation:

∆ =
[

arctan
(

I x1
αx

)

−arctan
(

I xi
αx

)]

+
[

xb
αx

ln
(

I y2
I y3

)]

+

+2
[

xb
αx

ln
(

I y3
I y4

)]

+
[

arctan
(

I xd
αx

)

−arctan
(

xb
αx

)]

.

In this case it is not possible to express the equation as a
function of an unique unknown value, asI y4 is completely
independent from all the other variables. More precisely, for
each I y4, there exists a valid image path. Therefore, The
choice of the optimal path in this last case can be done only
by the use of its 3–D reconstruction (since both the path
T1−T2P or SL−T1−T2P are feasible). It is worthwhile to
note that such a reconstruction does not need to be exact,
since a scaled one is sufficient. Hence, the optimal path
is determined on a generic plane parallel to the plane of
motion. Notice that while the controller is based on a single
point feature trajectory, therefore it is purely image–based,
such a trajectory need 3–D information to be computed
(basically, the fact that the robot moves on a plane, the
camera calibration and the angle scaled estimation).

In the case of multiple features, the image trajectories for
all the features, except the principal feature path, get outof

the image plane since the principal feature goes from one
horizontal boundary (during the first spiral) to the other (for
the second spiral). Although the robustness of the overall
strategy may dramatically decrease, this is a side effect of
choosing optimal trajectories. Nevertheless, the choice of an
image based control law can still preserve convergence, while
a position based strategy (as the homography based in [10]) is
completely compromised (position reconstruction with only
one feature is not possible at all).

D. Path Implementation

All the optimal paths reported previously are implemen-
tated via the fundamental matrix estimation. Therefore, at
least eight features are needed, as in [10]. At the moment,
the main difference between our method and the one reported
in [10] is that in our case we need the angle estimation only
in the initial position, while in [10] a continuous homography
estimation is needed along the path. Hence, even though the
feasibility is both related to the feature point richness, in this
implementation only a subset (at least one) of the initially
selected feature is needed to complete the path make it more
suitable for practical application (a feature could be lostfor
tracking inefficiency, noise or light changing).

The proposed solution is an image feature planning that
is computed once and for all and then the control is a pure
image feature trajectory tracking. Hence, the overall control
accuracy suffers of all the side effects of open loop schemes
and relies on correct SIFT matching.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Practical Implications

In order to implement a feature tracking based control,
some practical issues should be taken into account on the
feature motion. Recalling (2),I y→ 0 if cy→ 0 or cz→ +∞.
Hence, for the time derivative of (2), i.e. the image jacobian,
it can be shown that






lim I y→0[
I ẋ, I ẏ] =

[

I x
czν +

I x2+α 2
x

αx
ω 0

]

for cy→ 0

lim I y→0[
I ẋ, I ẏ] =

[

I x2+α 2
x

αx
ω 0

]

for cz→ +∞
(12)

The same effects are also observed for quantization effects
or noise in the feature extraction. Therefore:

• In (12), ν cannot be observed from the optical flow
[I ẋ, I ẏ];

• Regardless the current feature position[I x, I y] or the
current distancecz, a well established relation exists
between the horizontal feature motionI ẋ and the robot’s
angular velocityω;

• Indirect measurements ofω throughI ẏ are instead more
sensitive to noise or to the distancecz. This fact gets
worse whenI y→ 0.

B. Implementation

A parking experiment was realized in order to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed technique. The implementation
consisted of the following steps:

• Feature detection: SIFT descriptors [11] are matched
between initial and final images. An affine transforma-
tion model is fit for all matched points and the 8 ones



with the smallest residual error are chosen to further
calculate the optimal trajectory. Features in which|I y|<
20 were discarded for the practical reasons seen above;

• Feature trajectory calculation: the tracked feature is
chosen and its path is computed as described in section
III. If more than one feature can be used, the one with
the smallest residual error is chosen;

• Feature tracking and robot control: the feature is tracked
using its estimated position calculated using the affine
transformation model given by the SIFT based recogni-
tion.

C. Control Design

The technique was evaluated for initial configurations that
correspond toRegions I, IIIandIII’ . The robot’s proportional
control lawsu= (ν ,ω) are obtained using a simple, quadratic
Lyapunov based controller. For each image trajectory com-
ponent a different Lyapunov function is chosen, in order to
minimize the feature errors. More precisely, given the image
jacobian

{

I ẋ =
I x
czν +

I x2+α 2
x

αx
ω

I ẏ =
I y
czν +

I xI y
αx

ω
, (13)

the control laws will be
1) Pure rotations: since forward velocityν = 0 to enhance

robustness, the Lyapunov function is
{

V(I x) = 1
2(I x− I xd)

2

V̇(I x) = (I x− I xd)
I x2+α 2

x
αx

ω = (I x− I xd)γ(I x)ω
,

(14)
with γ(I x) > 0, ∀I x. Hence, choosingω = −(I x− I xd)
yields to I x→ I xd and I y→ I yd (see equation (9));

2) Pure Translations: since angular velocityω = 0 to
enhance robustness, the Lyapunov function is

{

V(I x, I y) = 1
2(I x− I xd)

2 + 1
2(I y− I yd)

2

V̇(I x, I y) = 1
cz[(

I x− I xd)
I x+(I y− I yd)

I y]ν (15)

Recalling (11), the time derivative of the Lyapunov
function will be

V̇(I x, I y) =
1
cz

I x2
i + I y2

i
I y2

i

(I y− I yd)
I yν . (16)

Since I xi and I yi are the initial feature positions

and 1
cz

I x2
i +I y2

i
I y2

i
> 0, choosingν = −(I y− I yd)

I y makes

V̇(I x, I y) < 0 except inI y = I yd. Notice thatI y = 0 is
not feasible for a straight line path of equation (11).
I x = I xd comes from (11).
As I y is less sensitive to[ν ,ω], and, more sensitive to
noise, for theSL movement correspondent toRegion
I, the feature error is substituted by an image error
given by the scale factor extracted from the affine
transformation model between the actual image and
the final one. The choice of the image scale is suitable
since at the end of the manoeuvre, the robot reaches the
desired position with only an orientation error. Hence:
[ν ,ω] = [−δ(F),0] whereF is the set of the tracked
feature points andδ(·) is the affine transformation
function. Instead, for theSL trajectory ofRegions III

Fig. 8. Experiment 1. Planned paths for all features and the trajectory of
the tracked feature (up left). Initial (bottom left), final (bottom right) and
desired (up right) images taken from the vehicle. The plannedpaths and
also the actual position of the features are plotted over theinitial and final
images.

and III’ , the robot ends the linear trajectory as soon
as it reaches the image boundary, hence not in the
desired position. As a matter of fact, the functionδ
is substituted with a the sum of cartesian distances
between current and desired positions ofF .

3) Spiral trajectories: the controller in the spiral case can
be viewed as a combination of the two previously
reported controllers since a spiral trajectory can be
approximated by a set of linear trajectories in the 3–
D robot space. For the sake of robustness, the feature
error is substituted by an image error as in the previous
case.

This way a feature based controller through via–points is
defined. A major drawback of the proposed technique is that
it completely relies on the correct SIFT matching.

D. Specifications

The experimental setup was comprised of a Quickcam
Ultravision camera mounted over the front-part of a K-team
Koala vehicle. The controller is implemented under Windows
Xp on a 1.2 GHz Intel Core Single UMPC. The ERSP vision
library is used to perform SIFT recognition ([8]) and Matlab
libraries are used to compute the proposed algorithm. The
image resolution was 320x240 pixels and the controller rate
was around 7 Hz.

E. Results

The first experiment related to an initial position of the
robot in Region Iis shown in figure 8. A second experiment
related toRegions IIIand III’ , is shown in Fig. 9. Results
are summarized in table II.

The method accomplished the task of driving the tracked
feature through the planned path. It can be observed from
the figure that the final positions of the features are almost
coincident with the desired positions. The final feature posi-
tion error is due to the tracking noise and to the estimation of
the angle∆ (that determines the feature trajectories). Hence,



Fig. 9. Experiment 2. Planned paths and trajectory of the tracked feature (up
left). Initial (bottom left), final (bottom right) and desired (up right) images
taken from the vehicle. The initial and desired positions ofthe features are
plotted over the initial and final images taken from the vehicle. The actual
positions of the features are also shown in these images.

Initial
Position

(cm)

Initial
Dist.
(cm)

Final
Position

(cm)

Final
Dist.
(cm)

Mean Feat.
Dist. Error

(pixels)
Exp. 1 [54 15 0] 56 [1 5.5 0] 5.6 3.06
Exp. 2 [15 60.5 0] 62.4 [0.5 6 0] 5.1 1.09

TABLE II

SUMMARIZED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

the final position of the robot is close to the desired one and
the error is mostly due to a translation along theYw axis.
The observed errors can be explained by image quantization
deviations, presence of noisy data, camera specifications,low
number of features used to compute the planned trajectory,
estimation errors related to the SIFT recognition system,
erroneous camera calibration parameters and, finally, the fact
that the robot control was based on the tracking of just one
feature in the image.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

A method that associates the optimal vehicle trajectory,
combined with a limited FOV camera, is presented. The
proposed solution contributes to previously results presented
in literature on optimal path planning for differentially
driven robots, by introducing two optimal paths. A complete
characterization of all the shortest paths and related plane
partition will be the subject of a future work currently under
preparation. Mapping optimal 3–D trajectories to image
feature paths, an IBVS controller based on simple Lyapunov
functions is proposed. The proposed controller is robust with
respect to image feature tracking.

Experiments on a real nonholonomic robot platform are re-
ported, validating the proposed algorithm. The robot success-
fully reached the desired position while keeping the tracked
feature on the planned path. It was shown that the method
can work efficiently given a robust recognition system (the
presented results are based on the SIFT algorithm).

The robustness of the overall algorithm must be increased,
nevertheless the IBVS approach seems to be promising
for an effective application in real world environments.
The adoption of robust recognition systems, performant
feature trackers and feature estimation filters may increase
the applicability of the proposed technique. Robustness to
uncalibrated camera parameters should also be considered.
Furthermore, the technique should be generalized to cope
with known obstacles in the robot path.
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